CareCompass Navigation

1. **CareCompass menu button**: Opens CareCompass.

2. **Patient list**: Choose your custom list to display on the CareCompass dashboard.

3. **List Maintenance**: Allows you to create a new custom list which can later be used as a CareCompass list.

4. **Add Patient**: Allows for adding a patient from the patient list to the CareCompass list.

5. **Establish Relationships**: Opens the tool where you establish a relationship (or identify your relationship with the patient), with multiple patients at one time.

6. **Location**: The Room/Bed (and Unit if applicable) column displays the patient location along with an orange isolation icon if the patient is in isolation.

7. **Patient**: Patient demographics, consisting of Name, Sex, Age, Resuscitation Status, Allergies, and VIP status indicator. Position your mouse over the patient name to see the Age, Date of Birth (DOB), Sex, Diet, FIN, and MRN. CareCompass will display OBS if the patient is Observation.

8. **Visit**: Displays the reason for visit (pulled from admitting), the length of stay for which a patient has been admitted, and the targeted date of discharge (only displays if populated during documentation).

9. **Care Team**: Displays some of the providers that have a relationship with the patient. The displayed providers may not be the most current.
10. **Pending:** Displays uninitiated order sets.

11. **Activities:** Displays a graphical snapshot of the Overdue, PRN/Unscheduled, and Current tasks for a specific patient.

12. **Quality Measures:** When you hover in this field, it displays a snapshot of incomplete and completed quality measures. It also contains a link to the *Nursing Communication* page.

13. **Plan of Care:** Displays uninitiated, suggested, and initiated order sets and care plans.

14. **Activity Timeline:** Displays a graphical representation of Overdue and Scheduled tasks for all of the patients in the selected Patient List. Hover over to display numeric tasks.

15. **New Orders/Results:** An orange box around a patient name indicates that new orders or results are available for nurse review. A red box indicates that there are critical new orders or results for the patient.